In this paper, the start up condition in elastohydrodynamic lubrication was studied on a steel ball on glass disc contact lubricated with a mineral oil, using a previously developed mixed phase lubrication contact model. The numerical simulation demonstrated the contact geometry change in the transition from initial solid contact to final fully lubricated contact, as well as the load sharing variation between lubricated and solid contacts during the start up. The numerical results of contact geometry was then compared with an experimental study of the same start up situation published by Glovnea and Spikes [1] . The film thickness variations and the propagation of the solid-lubricated contact interface during the start up were compared. Furthermore, an analytical result of the propagation of the solid-lubricated contact interface was also generated by assuming the dominance of the wedge and squeeze terms in the Reynolds Equation, and was also compared with the numerical and experimental results. Good agreement exists among the analytical, numerical and experimental results. The good agreement proves the numerical model as a valid tool in studying the start up condition in elastohydrodynamic lubrication as the transition from solid contact to lubricated contact is of great importance when investigating the start up process and its effects on the overall lubrication performance.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, extensive efforts have been carried out to correlate the results of the start-up and shutdown conditions in Elastohydrodynamic Lubrication (EHL) from experimental, theoretical and numerical analysis. For the shut down condition, Glovnea and Spikes [2] presented optical interferometry results of EHL lubricant film collapse of a steel ball on glass disc contact under controlled deceleration rates in 2001. They [3] also performed a theoretical analysis of the shutdown process, while Holmes et al. [4] and Zhao and Sadeghi [5] compared their numerical results with the experimental results. For the start-up condition, Zhao et al. [6] first published their numerical results of the pressure and film thickness variations during such a start up process, as the contact changes from the initial solid-to-solid contact, to mixed solid-lubricated contact, and finally to the fully-lubricated contact during a start up process. The start-up conditions considered in their work are two hypothetical accelerations, namely the jump start-up (a = ∞ m/s) and linear startup (a = 1.112 × 10 5 m/s). In 2001, Glovnea and Spikes [1] published their results of the start-up of steel ball on glass disc contact under controlled acceleration ranging from a = 2.5 m/s to a = 50 m/s. Holmes et al. [7] then used their numerical model using a new coupled differential deflection method to study the exact same start-up conditions and compared with the experimental results. Popovici et al. [8] also used numerical models incorporating the dynamics of the load system to study the start-up process and to explain the oscillation of film thickness as was found in the experimental results. In this paper, the mixed phase lubrication contact model developed by Zhao et al. [6] was used to study the steel ball on glass disc contact under the exact same running conditions as in the experiments by Glovnea and Spikes [1] . Results of the film thickness variations during the start-up condition was compared with the experimental results. [9] ). The film thickness equation also serves as the governing equation for the solid contact region, where the film thickness is equal to zero. As the film thickness equation consists of a double integral, its calculation is speeded up by using Fast Fourier Transform (Stanley and Kato [10] ). The procedure to iterate between solving the solid contact region and solving the lubricated contact region is described in Zhao et al. [6] . An analytical result of such a transition process can be derived by looking at the Reynolds Equation as discussed in Zhao et al. [6] . In the contact region, the pressure is very large and it results in the dominance of the wedge and squeeze terms in Reynolds Equations. This simplification suggests that the lubricated-solid contact interface would transport toward the outlet region at a velocity that is equal to the transient surface mean velocity u m .
METHODS
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RESULTS
The material properties of steel, glass and mineral oil HVI 650 at 80 • C, and the contact parameters are listed in Table 1 Table 1 : Contact parameters and lubricant properties Figure 1 shows the pressure and film thickness variations during the start-up process from the numerical simulations with a grid of 321 × 321 and a time step of 0.0425 ms. There are two stages in this process. The first one is the period of time that still has solid contact. The second stage is where the contact is fully lubricated. However, as the surface mean speed continues to increase, the film thickness is also increasing in the inlet zone first and then propagating through the contact area. The final lubricant film thickness distribution agrees very well with the experimental results using the exact same lubricant properties. This also proves the Newtonian lubricant assumption used for this numerical simulation, while a non-newtonian lubricant model used by Holmes et al. [7] A parameter to tell how soon a full lubricant film develops is defined as start-up time t s , which is the time from start of motion of surfaces to the onset of a full lubricant film. The analytical approximation discussed above suggests that this start-up time should be equal to the time for a point in the inlet x = −b at the start of motion to travel to the outlet x = b, at the surface mean velocity u m , as this is also the velocity for the propagation of the lubricated-solid contact interface. For the acceleration case considered with a = 5 m/s 2 and b = 1.340 × 10 −4 m, this start up time is calculated to be t T H s = 10.35 ms. The experimental result by Glovnea and Spikes [1] and the numerical simulations result by Holmes et al. [7] seem to support this calculated start-up time. However, the start-up time from current numerical simulation is 14.48 ms. This might be due to the fact that this is a rather slow start-up process and the surface mean velocity is rather small at the very beginning, which might slow down the lubricated-solid contact interface propagation through the contact area.
A comparison of the film thickness contours is shown in Figure 2 for the experimental results from Glovnea and Spikes [1] , the analytical prediction and the current numerical simulations. The general shapes of the lubricated-solid contact interface propagations agree fairly well. 
CONCLUSIONS
The numerical simulation of a steel ball on glass disc contact was performed and the results were compared with the experimental results. Good correlation exist among the analytical, numerical and experimental results. The numerical model can be used as a valid tool in studying the start up condition in elastohydrodynamic lubrication under different contact situations with different lubricant properties.
